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The Quarters
The city of Kishar is divided into quarters by the 4 major trade roads (see key). The quarters, in turn, are
divided into districts. The island that houses Kishar’s prison (shown in grey below) and the three openair Bazaars (shown in tan below) are the only parts of the city excluded from this division.
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North Quarter

North Quarter, often sarcastically referred to as the ‘Rose Quarter’ for its many unpleasant smells, is the
largest quarter of Kishar, stretching for the entire length of the city that touches the ocean. Here
merchants, fishermen and traders from all over the world dock their equally diverse vessels.

The Docks
Four sets of docks are notable in the Kishari harbor. Newest and most intricate of these are the
Merchant’s Docks, build to accommodate the largest trading ships. Next largest are the Naval Piers, a
fortified space for the Kishari Navy’s exclusive use. Smaller trading ships and the extensive fishing fleets
that keep Kishar fed dock at the Fishing Docks. The smallest and oldest of the dock complexes are the
Old Docks, a remnant of times far past when these smaller piers could provide for the whole city’s
needs. These days they are largely reserved for passenger vessels or nobles’ private ships, and having a
reserved berth on a favored pier is a status symbol.
The Sorrows
One of Kishar’s poorest districts is found here, at the westernmost edge of the city’s coastline. Largely
comprised of poor widows and those too old or injured to continue their lives as sailors, the dregs of
society end up in the shanty-like houses found here, which are often destroyed when the Monsoon
comes in and rebuilt again soon thereafter. Gangs and protection rackets run rampant, and the city
militia has little presence here, as there is little of value for them to protect.

Tannery District
Because of the unpleasant chemicals involved in this trade, a section far away from a much younger,
smaller Kishar was set aside for these industrial productions, as well as forges and dye factories.
Nowadays, an expanding city has swallowed this area once more, and the districts around it, being one
strong wind away from being the recipients of its smell, are unsurprisingly the city’s poorest. Any largescale, unpleasant trade is likely to operate here.
Cooper’s District
Named for the large-scale production of the barrels and crates that drive shipping, this district has also
become home to the largest warehouses for storage of goods. Located next to the Merchant’s Docks,
loading and unloading vast cargoes is fastest from these warehouses. Due to the quantities of these
goods, it is somewhat inevitable that some of them go missing, and speculation has often placed the
Thieves’ Guild, should such a building exist, in or under one of the many warehouses found here.
Merchant’s District
This district is home to its namesake, the Merchant’s Guild House, as well as smaller commercial houses
for the trading alliances of foreign powers. A number of small counting houses make a good trade in
money exchange between foreign currencies and the two major currencies of Kishar. The temple of
Laurela, goddess of changing circumstance and new beginnings, is located here to greet travelers newly
arrived from the sea. Those who come in hope of a better life often give a small offering here and at the
temple of Lyla, goddess of luck. One of the smallest districts, this one also boasts a famously high
amount of militia and private guards, and crime here in daylight hours is rare.
Docks District
The development of this district dates to the beginning of Kishar’s rise as a naval trading power, and the
warehouses here are the oldest in the city. Many inns, taverns, and small shops of all sorts can be found
here, as well as a great deal of street vendors selling foods from all over the world from small carts.
Sailors are seen here in great numbers, although most seek lodging in the Sailor’s District if they have a
mind to save a bit of coin for other things. Also located here is the newest location for the Adventurer’s
Guild.
Stone District
While many of the houses in Kishar are built of wood or other lesser materials, the buildings in this
district give it its name, as the respectable dwarven population living here refuses to accept anything
less than stone for their homes, shops, and noble houses. Most prominent of these last is House Khazad,
a massive walled keep that marks the seat of dwarven power in the city. Those looking for famed
dwarven craftsmanship are as likely to find such shops here as in the Artisan’s District.
Sailor’s District
Almost exclusively comprised of the lowest of gambling houses, taverns, inns, and flophouses, this
district is the refuge of the poorest or most frugal among sailors and other elements of society who
draw little pay. While the militia patrols this district, largely they refuse to intervene for anything short
of a murder, leaving the inhabitants to sort out brawls and petty thefts. Alchemists make a brisk trade
here in remedies of all sorts.

East Quarter

East Quarter, spoken of respectfully or fearfully as the Sultan’s Quarter, is also the smallest in Kishar in
terms of area, although it inarguably represents the largest concentration of wealth and political power.
Dominated by the Royal Grounds of the Badshahi Palace, it is also home to the central buildings of the
civil service and the Great Council. After the South Quarter, the buildings here are the city’s oldest.

Heart District
Found at the center of the city, the Heart district contains the Hall of the Great Council, the seat of the
nobility’s collective power. In addition to this, the colossal three-winged Daihonsha is here, a great
building containing the city’s extensive library, the Hall of Archives, and the bulk of the Jin Shi, the city’s
civil servants. While small compared to these two, the Kishari Bank is also found here, housing the vast
fortunes of the rich and influential, as well as the city’s budgetary funds. Unsurprisingly, the security in
this district in impressive, and the militia frequently stops those who look as if they might not belong.
Those unable to produce a satisfactory reason for their presence are expelled from the district, while
anyone caught with unlawful items faces imprisonment.
Patriarch’s District
The vast majority of Kishar’s largest district is given over to the Royal Grounds, on which rests the
Badshahi Palace, home of the Ruby Sultan, ruler of Kishar. Built onto a large hill, the palace dominates
the city from this height, and its gilded tower-tops can be seen over the city’s walls from many miles
out. Many intermediate noble houses have their seats in this district, generally awarded in return for
favors done to the Sultan’s line. The Palace keeps its own private exit to the city, the heavily fortified
Lord’s Gate, although this is rarely used.

South Quarter

South Quarter contains the oldest Kishari buildings, although many of these have been torn down for
new construction over the long years. Living in the Old Quarter is considered prestigious, as it contains
the upper nobility, the prosperous middle class, the promising scholars and artists, and the finest of
craftsmen.

High District
The most central part of the South Quarter is High District, home to the most powerful noble house in
Kishar, House al-Zharka. While many of their individual members keep smaller, personal homes, the
Lotus Court also keeps their Council House here, adjoining the largest area of forest remaining in Kishar
– the Old Grove. Sacred to Avahlei, her temple is also found here. For Kishari with enough funds to
afford the admission, the Tyrian Arena hosts bi-monthly chariot races, with the noble houses adjoining it
making colorful displays on their balconies and hosting elaborate after-parties in which the charioteers,
all of noble blood by law, are feted as heroes. In addition to the city militia, each house keeps a private
guard, making crime here a dangerous business indeed.
Rice District
Named for the staple dietary crop of the prosperous working class, Rice District is home to what passes
for middle class in Kishar – those who own small business, clerks and scribes for nobility, moderately
well-heeled traders, and other such people who lack the titles, purchased or otherwise, that would
provide them with admittance to upper circles. The majority of the district is residential, but small shops
and restaurants exist to serve those who do not feel like trekking across the city for simple goods. While
not as well-patrolled as High District, violent crime is rare, and those thefts that occur are generally
burglaries. An increasing amount of homes are found covered in wrought-iron window-cages, forcing
enterprising thieves to get more creative. The first Adventurer’s Guild is located here.

Scholar’s District
This district is home to the Royal Academy, where the sons and daughters of nobility and the most
prosperous of the merchant class mingle in an atmosphere of learning. The Royal Academy grounds
themselves are walled off in much the same manner as the Royal Grounds, and a strong militia presence
makes sure no unauthorized persons enter to perform mischief. The rest of the district is generally given
over to inexpensive but well-mannered taverns and subdued housing for the students and instructors
living here.
Masque District
Center of the city’s cultural expressions, the Masque District boasts hundreds of small theaters, concert
halls, and art galleries. The district’s name comes from the long standing tradition that Kishari
performers, whether poets, musicians, dancers or actors, wear masks to keep their identities secret. On
any given night, perhaps a third of these will have an active performance or exhibit, and they cater to all
aspects of society, although the wealthiest among the nobility sometimes prefer to pay more for private
performances. A persistent rumor places one or several of the Sultan’s children as performers here, the
nature of the performance changing with the amount of drink found in the rumormonger. Muggings and
other robberies are known to occur to patrons who drink too heavily or stay out too late without proper
bodyguards.
Artisan’s District
The Artisan’s District is the home for shops, forges, halls, and laboratories for craftsmen, alchemists, and
magical practitioners of all types, and the most intricate wares are produced here. Almost all of the
shopkeepers belong to the Merchants’ Guild, and a number of magical guilds locate themselves here as
well. The influential Astrologer’s Guild can also be found here. The Artisan’s District is well-patrolled by
the City militia, and moreover, most of the shops incorporate some sort of crafted defenses, with a
loose alliance of the artisans producing mechanical and magical traps for the unwary thief. While many
dwarven crafters keep shop in the Stone District, they often maintain facilities here as well.

West Quarter

West Quarter is the newest portion of Kishar, historically speaking, as the city has expanded from east to
west along the trade routes leading to the other Jeweled Cities. New Quarter, as it is commonly called,
boasts the majority of the city’s religious centers, many of its public facilities, the seats of numerous
minor noble houses, the heart of the tawdry trades in flesh, and one of the most dangerous areas in the
city – the Hornet’s Nest.

Temple District
Towards the center of Kishar lies the Temple District, so named for the 8 major temples here. This
district is known for the beauty of its architecture, the temples often brightly painted or gilded at the
top. By custom there is little violence or crime here, thieves and muggers apparently fearing the
retribution of the gods as much as the city militia. This appears to be not wholly an idle superstition, as
numerous stories report those who steal from the temple coffers vanishing soon thereafter, or perishing
in unpleasant ways. The center of this district is a wide square in which representatives from all faiths,
domestic and foreign, gather to hold discussion with themselves and passerby. The Dark Deities, being
illegal to worship openly, do not have publicly known temples, nor do their followers congregate openly
in the square. The rest of the district consists of housing for priests and smaller temples to foreign gods.
Public District
This district is commonly used as a meeting place for strangers, as it is widely considered to be the most
neutral ground in the city. The Public Baths are found here, available to most people for a very small
charge. The Public Forum is here, presenting a space in which any person may speak their mind if they
choose to, although this ‘freedom’ does not protect them from a thrashing should the crowd choose to

disagree. The Public Park, a shady area with clearings, is found here, and food vendors do a brisk trade
supplying the crowds that seek some moment of peace among the greenery. While not strictly
contained within it, being located inside the Silver Bazaar, the Zhan-Shi Arena is considered part of this
district.
Low District
This district houses the vast majority of the nobility in Kishar – thousands of small houses who are of
little consequence in the larger political scheme. The exception to this is House Tang, one of the more
powerful houses, whose complex now consists of a conglomeration of smaller buildings inside a wall.
Speculation abounds as to why the house does not relocate to High District, but most credit this decision
to a desire to remain close to the Copper Bazaar, source of the House’s early income. Private house
guards, while smaller by a large margin, are still common here, but the proximity to the Sorrows and the
Hornet’s Nest makes this district a target for theft. The second-oldest Adventurer’s Guild is located here.
Bone District
Being comprised entirely of the city’s graveyard, the Bone District is where all Kishari save sailors
traditionally find their eternal rest. A series of shelves and caverns carved into a large hill, the strata
here align with a person’s status in life, meaning that the most elaborate mausoleums reside atop the
hill, like a city in miniature. The temple to Suhl’Sehk is found here, and its priests are the majority of the
caretakers as well. The city militia keeps a small guard to discourage grave robbing, and those caught in
the act are subject to harsh punishments.
Moonlight District
Located in an unlikely spot, between the Bone District and the Hornet’s Nest, is the other flowering of
Kishari night life. While the Lotus District entertains with plays, music, and paintings, the Moonlight
District caters to more immediate pleasures. In addition to the majority of the city’s fine gambling
houses and opium dens, by a special arrangement, the Moonlight District is the only place in Kishar to
find legal brothels. Prostitution is certainly rampant elsewhere, and streetwalkers and tavern girls fill the
other Districts, but full-on, licensed brothels are found only here, mostly catering to those whose tastes
and coin require something more than a willing partner and a dimly lit alley. Rumors of darker, more
lethal entertainments cling to the district, and those who enjoy particularly scandalous gossip might
claim that temples to the Dark Gods can be found deep in the basements of seemingly innocent but
exclusive establishments. City militia can be found here, but their density is in direct proportion to the
obvious protection money paid to them by the establishments, many of whom keep a large private
security force to dissuade drunken or violent clients.
The Hornet’s Nest
While those who dwell in the Sorrows, exposed to the sea on one side and the Tannery District’s fumes
on the other, do so largely because they are too poor to live elsewhere, those who live in the Hornet’s
Nest seem to take a special pride in the severity of their situation. This is the one place in the city where
the city militia are never found, and any sense of law or order comes at knife- and club-point, courtesy
of the many flourishing gangs that effectively rule this area. By unspoken agreement, their activity is
kept within the district’s boundaries, and the militia does not hesitate to inflict swift justice upon gang
members caught committing crimes elsewhere. Assignment to the civil service for the Hornet’s Nest is
largely a joke, a position with impossible demands given as punishment to those who make serious
errors in the civil service. Travelers foolish enough to be lured into lodging here are often never seen

again, and all manner of stories about the debased and violent nature of the Hornets (those native born
to the district) can be heard late at night around a mug of drink. Of late, new gangs have emerged that
consist entirely of small areas of residents actively banding together against the older, more violent
gangs.

The Bazaars
While the city of Kishar is divided up into quarters, and these into districts, there are four parts of the
city not covered by this arrangement. Three of these are the massive Bazaars, open air markets with a
wide collection of stalls and tents vending most anything a traveler might need. Most opulent of these is
the Gold Bazaar, found in the dead center of the city at the heart of all four major roads. Where these
meet, a grand fountain flows at the Sultan’s orders. The wares here are costly things, many of which are
sold to those who come from foreign lands to marvel at Kishari wonders. Semi-permanent buildings can
be found here for the most prosperous shops. Next down in the order is the Silver Market, which
surrounds the Zhan-Shi Arena where the Onyx Road meets the city’s southwestern wall. Here, ordinary
Kishari do their casual shopping or find a quick bite to eat at the more reasonable prices found for
natives. Lowest down is the Copper Bazaar, where the cheapest goods are sold by the least reputable
vendors. Its proximity to both the Sorrows and the Hornet’s Nest ensures that there are always those
willing to deal in inexpensive goods, some of which are likely to have disreputable origins.

The Jackal
The other part of Kishar not under the district system is the island in the center of the harbor, known as
the Jackal. This island is home to the city’s prison, an unforgiving multistory edifice that overlooks steep
cliffs on three sides. Access is provided by a single pier, and the multiple guard emplacements that share
the island ensure that anyone attempting a rescue mission would find themselves quickly subdued.
Those sent to serve out terms here find a wide variety of unpleasant, dangerous, and difficult tasks
awaiting them, and seldom seek to return. The prison itself has the banal official name of ‘Kishari
Prison’, and ‘The Jackal’ is often used to refer to the building itself as well.

